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About This Game

Having evolved from the Dungeons and Dragons table and refined for over a decade, The Great Gaias is a story-driven RPG
that tells a compelling tale adapted from an original campaign setting and reimagined as the beloved classic genre.

Story:

A mysterious contract from the royal family sparks the interest of an organized band of sellswords. What seems like a normal
job quickly spirals into a whirlwind of betrayal and tragedy, thrusting a young rogue and his unlikely companions into the

middle of an ancient prophecy.

Rumors of long forgotten creatures, lost magic and a cult devoted to a dark god signify the coming of a new age. With petty
feuds and corrupted politicians dividing the unity of the great nations, a blind eye is turned to the true evil about to descend

upon the land.

Features:

60+ Hour Main Storyline

17 Playable Characters
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200 abilities to learn

Hundreds of unique enemies

In Depth Crafting System

Build Your Own City

A Multitude of Hidden Bosses

Challenging Dungeons

Multiple Endings
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One of my all time favorite games. I played it back in 2009 on addictinggames.com.
I'm so glad thet it was able to grow into the games that it has.

10/10 Never doing homework again. Well, I thought I would be getting some simplified version of Football Manager. But I was
not prepared to get the game that simple. Why in the world would you call this game a manager? What can you do there - only
switch the players, sell and buy them (for real money, omg)?
Yeah, of course, it's free. But still - it's better to make at least cheap game, which is at least okay, than a free game which I
actually cannot name a manager, because it simply is not.
But I'll surely be cheking on the updates to see, where it's going. At this very point Soccer Manager 2015 doen't have the right to
be called manager.. Awesome!!! Used to play a lot of arcade games back in late 1980's. This takes it further. Lots of fun getting
the achievements and progressing up the levels also huge thumbs up for the upgrades. Everything is calculated and programmed
very well, where its possibly for the player to progress - if they can be quick on reactions. Well developed take on an old arcade
physics and idea. Well done to the dev!!!! :). Great game by a great dev!. D)и прочих хитовых страшилок! Оутласт для
бедных проще говоря)
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This game is DEAD. Not undead, cause the brain that has reactivated this game (the developers) has been blown to pieces by a
survivor (the player).. This is Bomberman all over again, love it!

10/10. Surprise fun. But it takes leveling up before things really start to pick up and you unlock better weapons. This game itself
is meant for multiplayer but there is a vs bots mode. If set to dynamic on the bots, they can learn and be more competitive which
makes for some pretty intense fights. The gameplay style is like Cybersled meets capture the flag. Visually its a decent looking
budget game. Buy it when it goes on sale again. $10 isn't a bad price for this but on the sales it is a definite grab.. i get motion
sickness but its a huge rush i love it thanks for mking this .. I picked this up mainly because the screenshots looked appealing,
and I'm glad I did. It completely fulfills the promise of the screenshots. If you find the screenshots appealing, you will probably
like the game.

Basically it's a RTS/Tower Defense about fighting for territory against an ocean.
. It reminded me how hard it was, not in a rage quit qay, when I was playing it back then. Still worth playing to pass the time.. I
have NO idea how I managed to put so many hours into this game. This is a casual, easy to learn, fast-paced game. I consider
games like this perfect "thinking" games...not because the game itself takes a lot of thought (it doesn't) but because you can let
your mind go elsewhere while playing. I often clicked this game open when on the phone, listening to music, mulling something
over, just had a few minutes, etc. But yet, it is still a fun little game to get serious about if you want to. This is exactly what a
casual game should be. Colorful graphics, many different game boards, addictive (I am trying to cut down), and fast-paced..
Very good game to play when you just want to relax. The puzzle's are all clever and unique if a bit easy and the only problem i
had with the game was the volume slider not editing the volume when the robots start singing.

I say great game but only get it if you want something short to play

v1.5.0.7:

New vehicle - Fast Kart

Fixed key steering

Added road tilt
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Updated slope/hill generation

Updated tire splash effects

Updated many textures

Updated forest environment

Added fog

Added "Always day" option

Bug fixes

. Patch – v1.0.4:

Features. Official Release day is here!:
Today is the official release date of The Great Gaias! Thank you so much for the Early Access subscribers that took the time
out to help us find bugs, and ultimately took the chance to see what Horizon's End's maiden project was all about!

We are on our way down to Philadelphia today for the TooManyGames retro video game convention to showcase our completed
project!

We hope to see you there, and remember - where the horizon ends, the journey begins!. OVIVO Patch 1.0.2 + Release Linux
version:

- Fixed bug with wrong speed scale at first level when the main character gets into a hint ring
- Improved music and sfx volume tuning
- Minor bug fixes and graphical improvements. ���� QUATERNION IDENTITY COMES OUT TONIGHT!:
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An epic bonus mission is arriving tonight for The Spy Who Shrunk Me!

Infiltrate a stupendously large night club set under the Berlin Wall in Audrey Smoothspy's final adventure.

All new cutscenes, music, voice acting and dangers await!

Stay tuned. We'll have the build live tonight.

Get your boogie on,
Tomi Toikka
CEO
Catland
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